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About the Mantascheff (Mantashev) kerosene factory

The next place in the report of the Commission after Bnito is given to the works of Messrs. 

Mantascheff and Co. The Mantascheff case oil factory, which was started simultaneously with some 

others in 1886, at first occupied, compared to Bnito, and even other firms, a very modest place, but 

later with the development of the Mantascheff producing business at Baku, their Batoum 

establishment also began to develop.

Mr. Mantascheff, himself a man of great energy and business acumen, who stands now in the 

forefront of Baku petroleum producers, soon took steps to extend his business at Batoum. At first the 

case factory was enlarged and combined with the adjoining case oil works of Mutaffoff and Co., 

which were bought up and both made into one. This brought up the capacity of the works to 15,000 

cases and 40,000 tins per day. By the further purchase and re-opening of the works which formerly 

belonged to Richner and Co., situated on the seashore side by side with the Bnito works, the output 

of the three combined factories went up to 20,000 cases and 50,000 tins per day, thus equalling, if not 

exceeding, the capacity of the Bnito works. It is unnecessary to give any detailed description of the 

Bnito works, which, except in a few details, would be merely a repetition, although they are 

admittedly the better equipped of the two. Apart from some minor improvements, the Bnito works 

has this advantage over the Mantascheff in possessing automatic transporters for empty and full cases 

and tins from one part of the works to the other. Another substantial difference is the mode of 

transporting of cases from the works to the wharf for loading; whilst the Bnito works used water 

transport for this purpose, at the Mantascheff works this was done by rail. Both methods have their 

advantages and disadvantages, of which we shall speak later. 

The average daily output of the Bnito works was 20,000 cases, but there were times when it went up 

to 30,000 cases or more. The two firms together were thus capable of turning out daily an average of 

40,000 cans, or a maximum of 50,000 cases and 100,000 tins, and are therefore in themselves 

capable of satisfying the needs in case oil of the Near and Far East to the extent of 11,000,000 to 

12,000,000 cases, leaving out of account the other case manufacturing firms at Batoum. 




